The headlines spell out the clear path to destruction that meth causes.

While not the most widely used drug in Loveland – marijuana holds that distinction – methamphetamine is the most problematic drug, says Loveland Police Sgt. Brent Newbanks. Area newspapers increasingly report its presence, and the health and public safety issues it raises.

Addiction is a major trait of meth users. From meth users to addiction becomes the meth user’s top priority. The addiction is hard to hide. Even with help of personal computers, are considered significant drug transportation route.

As one dose can create an addiction that will cause a user, his or her family, friends and others. Methamphetamine users frequently carry weapons.

A great deal of effort, manpower and money is aimed at the meth problem in Loveland, thanks to the Larimer County Drug Task Force, made up of members of enforcement agencies from throughout the county, is involved in both. The 17 member force deals with drug concerns of all varieties, and considers meth a top priority.
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